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For better or worse, not like Mom used to make
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Stonewall Kitchen Favorites: Delicious Recipes to Share With Family and Friends Every Day, By Jonathan
King, Jim Stott, and Kathy Gunst, Clarkson Potter, 288 pp., $32.50

It's hard not to love the folks at Stonewall Kitchen, the jam makers who bring us flavors of preserves so innovative yet
so enduringly good -- fig and ginger, apricot-cherry -- they make us want to throw our hats in the air and shout
huzzah. Over the years they have made the journey from the jam jar to the rest of the table, and in this, their third
book, their intent is to present classic dishes such as blueberry muffins, egg salad sandwiches, meat loaf, and roast
chicken, updating them with fresh herbs and smart spices.

Updating classics, which this books sets out to do, is a common theme today, used to describe just about anything
from pork loin with mango chutney to black truffle burgers with saffron mayonnaise. When a high-end chef says it, it's
usually a good reason to run. You can expect to spend about an hour chopping and grinding, leaving you all the more
nostalgic for the ``classic" part of the equation, as prepared by your mom. Still, updating classics remains a good
idea at heart, and who better to deliver on its promise, I thought, than the flavor mavens who first brought us lemon-
pear marmalade?

These recipes will not send you scurrying about for equipment you don't own or ingredients you can't find. The recipes
here are short, sensible, and dead easy. But can they compete with Mom's?

The answer was not immediately clear. Best roast chicken with roasted garlic-herb butter rubbed under the skin got
the job done. But as with most buttered roast chickens, the flavor ended a quarter-inch beneath the skin. The problem
was still more acute on the thighs and legs, which only got the butter treatment on the outside, and the potatoes and
onions never did brown as promised.

Sauteed shrimp with garlic, lime, and chile sauce had a similar problem. The shrimp released so much liquid that
there was no way to reduce the juices in one minute, as the recipe stated. Reducing the juices meant overcooking
the shrimp. Also, the strongly Southeast Asian flavors demanded a sweet element to complement the salt, tart, and
spice.

Cold soba noodles with cucumber-cashew salad turned out better, cool and refreshing, though the peanut-sesame
sauce would have benefited from the same kiss of vinegar bestowed on the cucumbers. Matters improved
substantially with a laughably simple black bean salad, which had a nice crunch from red onion and a Southwestern
attitude from lime and cumin. The hardest part was finding the can opener.

``Stonewall Kitchen" does best with baking recipes, which remind you that anyone who makes a living off of
marmalade is bound to know his way around a biscuit. Tiny 2-inch bacon and chive biscuits were good enough to eat
six at a time, not that anyone was counting. And chocolate-dipped pistachio-orange biscotti melded the distinctly
different sweetnesses of nuts, citrus, and chocolate into an addictive treat. Even though the biscotti were a little more
involved than the other recipes, they were every bit worth the fuss.

My own mom, may she rest in peace, made a mean meatloaf and an even meaner roast chicken. Fresh herbs
notwithstanding, Stonewall Kitchen's recipes won't replace those favorites. On the other hand, my mom was an
indifferent baker, and she certainly never made peach-ginger jam. To each his own, I suppose. Keep those biscuits
coming.
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